**AILEY II**

**HI-RES PHOTO/VIDEO LINKS**

*(Control + Click for Downloadable Photo/Video Content)*

For Video or Image Galleries, please click the corresponding hyperlinked photos below:

2022 Season Image
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Official Season Image Ailey II. Photo by Nir Arieli

**Ailey II Artistic Director – Francesca Harper**
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Ailey II Artistic Director Francesca Harper. Photo by Nir Arieli

**CLICK FOR PHOTOS**

**Ailey II – Solo Images**
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Ailey II’s Jamaris Mitchell. Photo by Nir Arieli

**CLICK FOR PHOTOS**

**Ailey II – Group Images**
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Ailey II with Artistic Director Francesca Harper and Rehearsal Director Lakey Evans-Peña. Photo by Nir Arieli

**CLICK FOR PHOTOS**

**WORLD & COMPANY PREMIERES**

**Robert Battle’s Searchlight (WP)**

Ailey II in Robert Battle’s *Searchlight*. Photo by Erin Baiano

**CLICK FOR PHOTOS | VIDEO**

**William Forsythe’s Enemy in the Figure (CP)**

Ailey II’s Brenya Thomas and Christopher Taylor in William Forsythe’s *Enemy in the Figure*. Photo by Erin Baiano

**CLICK FOR PHOTOS**

**Robert Battle’s Alleluia (CP)**

Ailey II’s Nicholas Begun and Jeffrey Robert Robinson III in Robert Battle’s *Alleluia*. Photo by Erin Baiano

**CLICK FOR PHOTOS | VIDEO**

**Francesca Harper’s Freedom Series (CP)**

Ailey II’s Christopher Taylor, Jeffrey Robert Robinson III and Travon M. Williams in Francesca Harper’s *Freedom Series*. Photo by Erin Baiano

**CLICK FOR PHOTOS | VIDEO**

**Francesca Harper’s Fly**

*Fly (Excerpt from Freedom Series)*

Choreographer: Francesca Harper

**CLICK FOR VIDEO**
CONTEMPORARY FAVORITES

Andrea Miller’s *Psūkhe*

Ailey II in Andrea Miller’s *Psūkhe.*
Photo by Nir Arieli

CLICK FOR PHOTOS | VIDEO

Yannick Lebrun’s *Saa Magni*

Ailey II’s Jamaris Mitchell and Kyle H. Martin in Yannick Lebrun’s *Sao Magni.* Photo by Nir Arieli

CLICK FOR PHOTOS | VIDEO

RETURNING FAVORITES

Robert Battle’s *The Hunt*

Ailey II in Robert Battle’s *The Hunt.*
Photo by Nan Melville

CLICK FOR PHOTOS | VIDEO

Alvin Ailey’s *Revelations*

Ailey II in Alvin Ailey’s *Revelations.*
Photo by Nir Arieli

CLICK FOR PHOTOS | VIDEO

Robert Battle’s *Takademe*

Ailey II’s Elijah Lancaster in Robert Battle’s *Takademe.*
Photo by Nir Arieli

CLICK FOR PHOTOS | VIDEO